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Having Level Set method already
implemented, still need to:
1 Improve boundary representation
around Corners (Enhancing Level
Set method)















Capturing sharp features using Level Set
Improving boundary representation around Corners
Multiple Level Set to represent object boundary
implicitly [1]
-The main three steps of this method:
(a)conversion of a smooth parametric function
into a signed distance field
(b)subdivision of the mesh
(c)Classification of the element
Inefficient data structure
I Storing Multiple Level Set values =⇒
High Memory occupied in the real
Geometry (High computational cost)
[1] M. Moumnassi et. al. Finite element analysis on implicitly
defined domains: Anaccurate representation based on arbitrary
parametric surfaces, CMAME 200 (5-8) (2011) 774–796
Strategy
Considering Corner points by use of geometrical algorithms in addition to
the implicit boundary represented by the Level Set method.










Capturing sharp features using Level Set
Improving boundary representation around Corners
Main accepted types of corners
Inside On_edge1 On_edge2 On_vertex Edge_2Int Edge_vertex
Two Not accepted corners
TwoPlus DoubleCross
TwoPlus: More than one 
corner inside an element
DoubleCross: Level Set 
corsses an element more
one time. 
I Considering Corners =⇒ Adding Corners to the interface mesh created based on the iso-0 of Level Set.
I The impact of corners are not limited to the elements containing them.










capturing sharp features using Level Set
Boolean operations
Boolean Operations
If geometries are represented as Level Set, Boolean operations can
be expressed as some simple operations on the corresponding
Level Set functions. Consider:
Sets Ma,Mb,Mc with corresponding boundaries
Sa = ∂Ma, Sb = ∂Mb, Sc = ∂Mc represented by Level Set
functions Φa,Φb,Φc
Boolean operations can be represented as:
Union : Ma = Mb
⋃
Mc ⇐⇒ Φa = min(Φb,Φc )
Intersection : Ma = Mb
⋂
Mc ⇐⇒ Φa = max(Φb,Φc )
Complement : Ma = <D\Mb ⇐⇒ Φa = −Φb
Relativecomplement : Ma = Mb\Mc ⇐⇒ Φa = max(Φb,−Φc )
Example
Union operation with Corners location
Boolean operations are very useful for
simulation of consecutive process steps
like machining process or if several
materials are involved in the example.



































I Only few elements will be modified (their Interface mesh and SubMesh).
I Not taking much more memory than one level set (Only one Level Set value stored at each node), For a example
for a union operation, Level Set plus is:
Φ+a = min(Φb,Φc ) + Corners
I Linear calculation time: O(n) + O(i) instead of O(n × i) where n is number of the node and i is number of the
Corners\Boolean operations.
I Storing and tracking corners in consecutive operations.
I Removing unnecessary corners at each step and adding new corners.













A square is to be cut from each corner with/without rigid body motion.
Without Considering Corners
right picture is with rigid body motion
With Considering Corners
right picture is with rigid body motion













Beam Length L = 205mm, Thickness
h = 1.5mm, Constant load fz = −1.5N, Constant
cutting depth cd = 0.15mm, Cutting step
ns = 50, DOF = 98448, Clamped on the left
side, The mesh is structured and first order
triangular.
showing two initial steps of cutting.













-Gap between Cutting surface and Cutting path is
due to:
I material removal is at the deformed
configuration.
I Applying the load at nearest point on the
interface mesh.
-The gap is higher around corner due to deficiency of
Level Set assessment.
-In order to remain in a semi-equilibrium during after
each steps:
I high number of Cutting Steps
I small Cutting depth
e(r) =
[(
h − y(r))− ap] /ap
The jumps along the length are due to:
- Structured nature of the mesh
- Deficiency of Level Set in capturing of corners.
How to reduce error?












I Low memory usage increase (few MBs)










Conclusion and Future work
I Boundary can be improved by adding Corners to the interface
mesh obtained from iso-0 of Level Set (Interface mesh).
I Level Set plus is presented as a single Level Set or combination
of different Level Sets with detected Corners using Boolean
operations.
I Boolean operations on Level Sets Plus are useful for multi-step
problems (e.g. Machining application).
I Low computational cost in terms of memory (having single Level
Set value at each vertex) and no need to the mesh refinement
around corners.
Future work
I Extend from sequential algorithm to parallel algorithm (and also optimizing algorithm)
I Capturing curves
I Extend to the 3D application
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